Students Guest Speakers - For Several Civic Clubs

Several civic clubs in the Stevens Point area have had CSTC students on their programs recently as guest speakers. The speakers, chosen by Dr. Harold M. Tolo, have spoken on various current world problems. Merlin Brunner and Arthur Brue- seoing have appeared before the Kiwanis and Professional Women's club and the Kiwanis club where they expressed their views on the Marshall Plan.

Gordon Czsarnski and Peter Muto were guests of the Presbyterian Men's club. Czsarnski gave his views on what he thought should be the U.S. foreign policy to Palestine in order to settle the gaza prison issue. Mr. Muto related his ideas on how our foreign policy to Korea should be changed to settle the Korean ques-

Junior Theater Presents Three Comedies Friday

On Friday evening of this week the Junior Theater presented "A Daring Escape," a dramatic organization of the Junior High department of the Training school, will present their ninth annual program of one act plays. The selections this year are two comic comedies, "Angel Face," "Le Life of the Party" and "Red Flannelman." The action in "Angel Face" centers around little sister Sue (known as Angel Face) who is aided and abetted in her mischief by Grandpa's grocers. "Life of the Party" is a headline of the paper: and "Till the bank busts." The plays are directed by college students and produced with the help of College Theater.

The program will begin at 8 o'clock and admission is 35 cents.

Social Science Club Re-activated Recently

The Social Science club, inactive for several years, was re-activated during the last school year. Dr. Netter was re-elected as its constitution, with Dr. Nelos O. Rup- pers as faculty advisor.

The club has a permanent membership of 12 students who are majoring in Social Science. Before a student is able to be pledged to the organization, he must have taken at least four hours of Social Science courses and must have attained an average scholastic standing of 2.1 in them.

Recently elected officers of the club include: Edward Peniston, president, That Was No Bird In a Gilded Cage

If you happened to see a harrassed-looking bird, feebly wending his way from corner to corner of a room last evening, it is hoped that you didn't take a pot-shot at him. That would have been the last straw! That bird was the stock with a college education who is assigned to carrying babies to lucky students and their their friends at CSTC. This bird last week and has informed the Police office that if the rush of publicity continues it will be necessary to prepare a new landing field with ample floor space, and a rapid change diaper service.

Helen Mae Molle

Mr. and Mrs. Edwin Molle of Antigo were on the receiving end of the first mission. On Thursday, March 4, a nine-pound, seven ounce baby girl named Helen Mae was delivered. C. O. D. at the Antigo Memorial Hospital. The whole family, in a n. d. D. at St. Charles, is very happy about the whole thing.

On Friday morning, March 5, during his first flight in the direction the stock, left, besides his calling card, a seven pound boy who will be known as George.

Mr. and Mrs. Vincent, the former Bar-
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**The Pointer**

March 11, 1948

## Thumbs Down

The Pointer staff has been besieced by a number of students to state their opinions. It appears here and now, that no such literary contributions will be published in the Pointer while it is in under the present administration.

There are those students who defend such a column by pointing out that it serves the varied interests of the entire faculty and student body. The fact is, it is a means for the Editor to express his own opinions and to say what he would like someone else to write, no matter what he is thinking or what he is writing for.

Consequences for Hum in

The students who are associated with the news column are those who have a desire to maintain the facts, not the facts but the facts with the reality. The fact that it would be disavowed as disinterested and embarrassing, both to chaperones and students, is a fact.

According to the guests, to have chaperones from the college staff in the lounge and bar during party evenings, is likewise a fact.

To further assist with details of the college arrange ment, the Defense Rests.

### The Defense Rests

There has been some student interest in the question of whether the management of Hotel Whiting has lifted the ban which was first put on student dances at the hotel about a year ago. President Hansen informs us that their are some aspects to the management of the ban which has been discussed, but the difficulty has not been entirely cleared. Following a conference with representatives of the hotel management he outlined his understanding of the acceptable procedures in a letter to the management of the hotel.

We quote here the pertinent statements in his letter:

- "I called their (the hotel's) attention to the fact that the hotel management does not wish to assume responsibility for checking on the age of the guests on such an occasion, and also to the fact that they are disinterested and embarrassing, both to chaperones and to the guest, to have chaperones from the college staff in the lounge and bar during party evenings. The purpose of the lounge and bar is to provide a place for members of the college to relax and to enjoy themselves and the society they enjoy at the college. It is our understanding that the lounge and bar will not be used for such purposes.

The college will keep the lobby of the hotel under observation during the evening.

This arrangement, however, is not acceptable to the hotel management. They have written a letter to President Hansen. There only one requirement that the hotel company will insist upon if parties are to be held at the hotel, and that is, that each chaperone or faculty member be present in the lounge and bar room while the dance is in progress for the purpose of identifying college students and ordering them out of the bar room and cocktail lounge if any of them are found in that part of the hotel.

The students who are associated with the news column are those who have a desire to maintain the facts, not the facts but the facts with the reality. The fact that it would be disavowed as disinterested and embarrassing, both to chaperones and students, is a fact.

### O Ver A Coke

**Interesting Observation!**

Two college girls were taking assets from a fountain in the lobby of the hotel. One of them spoke of the fountain as the "Wonderland of the Caprice". The other replied bitterly: "The fountain May be as beautiful as the Caprice has sobered up, but the fountain is still far from the Caprice." The fountain is likewise the fountain to the students who attend these parties.

To further assist with details of the college arrange ment, the Defense Rests.

### Student Organizations

**Alpha Kappa Rho**

Mrs. Johnson, Mrs. Strader, and Mrs. Heise were the guest of Alpha Kappa Rho last night. Mrs. Strader was the guest of Alpha Kappa Lambda last night at the hotel of Peter J. Michelson.
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**Familiar Faces**

Big, best describes Bill Golomski, "the face" of this week. He is in size, big in ambitions, big in ideas, big in CSTC activities (both academic and extracurricular). His energy and drive and force that gets things done is a definite asset. In fact, those who know him well claim that his capacity for food is such that when he is hungry he doesn't care about anything else.

In college theater he has been especially useful in directing and publicity work. He started out acting and then went into the scriptwriting side, but gaining in importance and significance until it is now the big- esit thing as far as Bill is concerned.

Two years ago, representing the Beloit team at the national convention, he was a delegate to a national convention where he had to be able to give CSTC another boost. Participating in collegiate debate he has attended several tournaments, again ably representing CSTC. This year for the first time since 1962, Sigma Tau Delta is putting up News, the official publicity publication written by Sigma Tau members and anyone else who will contribute to it. Bill is editor.

In the honorary science fraternity, Sigma Zeta, he has also been very active. His social affiliation is with Chi Omega and there, too, his output is high. Quite active in student government, the speaker for the past year, was vice president of Forum, and is now Senior class president. He was also a major ingredient in the organization of committees. In the social scene, being a freshman, he has his own band, orchestra, mixed chorus and Men's Glee Club. He was also active in the freshman pledge. Besides these many and varied activities, Bill seems to have an independent committee or two and round school, further helping him out. As he is interested in the present and in CSTC, he is, very much interested in what is going on. It is very likely that the young social activist at some time or another will get involved in the field of his interest- ings reinvention presents itself.

**Cleanings from Other College Newspapers**

Exchange students, parties, balls, sports, humor, anecdotes—they find a place in all the college papers and in the exchange basket in the Pointer office.

Browsing about at this time one might read about the winter carnival River Falls, the Winter Fun Festival at Whitewater State, the Snow Queen at Gogebic Junior College in Ironwood, and about the new members in an honor society at the University of Minnesota.

Bipon College Days reports a visit to a math exchange student who is dazed by the hurried unchaperoned life in the United States and thinks Wisconsin "so good".

Centennial of The Theme

Incidentally, the Wisconsin Centennial seems to be the theme of many of the state college undergraduates with yearbook themes and cover designs.

Registration is a headache at other campuses, but nothing to Purple at Whitewater—"a very small problem. It takes to take the usual kinds out of registration but what resulted was: situation normal."

**Sports Odds and Ends**

At this writing, spring does not seem evident, but perhaps it will appear. We are starting the May edition from scratch. It is time to hit a new low and are now locked in the doldrums.

The varsity basketball season has been over for two weeks, though the intra-mural play still continues.

Coach Halne Quandt has issued a call for candidates for spring sports in golf. Usually, the spring football practice will take place again this year, a lapse of a number of years.

Beloit, conqueror of state Delong and River Falls State Teachers' School, Thursday, by a score of 71-61, will represent Wisconsin at the All-State game. The spring football practice will take place again this year, a lapse of a number of years.
Miss Swallow Has Been to Capistrano!

Although senior and graduate students are well acquainted with her, very few others have occasion to venture into the Training school on CSTC's campus to meet Miss Marie Swallow.

She was born in Bismarck, Wisconsin. There she grew up, and went to school. She taught in schools in Wisconsin and Oregon, before coming to her position at the Training school.

The endless tasks which constantly come before her as Secretary in the Training school office, and as Placement Secretary, do very little to dampen Miss Swallow's enthusiasm for life—especially life in her Wisconsin.

Miss Swallow has traveled throughout eastern and western United States; has gone into Alaska by way of the Inside Passage and its coastal towns. Trips in Canada from Winnipeg east to Quebec, St. Anne north to Churchill, and to Victoria on Vancouver Island have also been included in her itinerary. Of the 23 states and the northern regions she has visited—Wisconsin is her favorite place.

In a biography of her life, "Wisconsin's Woman of the Year," a title which she has rejected, she tells of time and effort to learn much of its history—mostly because she loves Wisconsin and likes to learn about it. A wealth of information about the state is new to her. She is very willing to part with her knowledge in order that others may have the joy and satisfaction to know the same Wisconsin she has found it so easy to love. She has been heard over the airwaves, radio, and to women's club programs past and present, and has made her knowledge to many persons in the state.

Another of her hobbies of particular note is a collection of old china and glass. In it are many pieces of value and distinction—and most of them are in use. It is a saying of hers that the pieces were meant to be seen—not only looked at and admired.

The Business and Professional Women's club knew Miss Swallow as its State Federation President from 1940-1943. She has been a member of the Rebekah Lodge and the Portage County Red Cross. Since most people adopt the adage "when you want something done—ask a busy person to do it" one would imagine that Miss Swallow has had her full share of responsibility in such club work.

She'd Like to Go to England

For the future you'd imagine such a person to have numerous plates. She has. Someday she'd like to (and it's safe to say she will) go to northern England for a visit with her folks there; then go through the rest of the British Isles and the neighboring countries. Some other day, she wants to ride into spring when it comes to the Cumblanders and the Shetan Islands. (The South is the part of our country which she has still to see—and that would be her favored way of seeing it.)

Vitality and warmth are in the twinkles in her eye, though sometimes sternness may be written on her face. Under the practical side of her nature seems to be a feeling for poetry—in story, song, and nature. You could talk to her with and about any one of a number of things. Soon you'd find that she had bits of information about your subject you'd never heard before. You'll find the same in Wisconsin history and lore should antiquarians. Don't you wish you knew Miss Marie Swallow?
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ORGANIZATIONS

(Continued from page 1)

The College Round Table, on its Thursday broadcast, will discuss a present day problem or issue that is sure to interest you. That's Dick Miller and Co. on Thursday, March 18. "Relaxing, beautiful, exciting—those are some of the comments the music and its presentation on the Music Album program heard each Friday. Listen to infections by Bergkamp on the program of March 19. Frank Kostuck—narrator.

WAA

The college bus will leave at 5:30 Saturday morning, March 13, with a group of 25 athletically-minded women. The destination will be La Crosse, the occasion—"Playday," the purpose—fun for everyone.

Women's Athletic associations throughout the state will be represented. The program will consist of sports of all types, including swimming. Representatives from various schools will participate on the same teams and no awards or honors will be given.

Gamela Day

When the Gamma Delta members met after the mid-week Lenten services last Wednesday night, they made plans for a progressive supper to be held March 18. All members will meet at St. Mary's Church at 6:15 p.m. and will hike to various homes. Members of the music will serve at a different home. All members are urged to make plans to attend, as the first enterprise of the new officers.

The Gamma Delta state convention will be held at Madison on April 10 and 11. All members should attend for good transportation will be furnished. All Gamma Delta chapters in the state will be in attendance. Thegamma Delta menu planed for the two days which should be both entertaining and instructive.

All members are asked to keep both of these affairs in mind and make plans to attend, wishing to attend the progressive supper should sign up on the bulletin board.

TRAINING SCHOOL SPORTS

Friday, March 5, the Training, M.D.B. team, defeated the Righthand five. At half-time the score stood 1-1 in favor of M.D.B. The next half proved more exciting, with Righthand making 10 points and M.D.B., 11. The final score was 23-11. David Ludwig and Jerry Quandt were high for the locals, with 6 points each. Buss of Righthand made 5 for the losers.

Box scores:

M.D.B.

Names  
Carl Olson  
David Ludwig  
Roy Hall  
Jerry Quandt  
Bob Smith  
Warren Sherman  
Rex Davis  
Allen Summers  
Bill Gage  
Bruce Summers  
Don Jenson  

Total  

RIGHTHAND

Names  
Buss  
P. Pfieffer  
P. J. Pfeifer  
T. Meckowski  
M. Millan  
Gorski  
Lambrecht  
R. Shiro  
Clark  
P. J. Pfieifer  
Berard  
Iren  

Total  

ACTIVITY FEE

(Continued from page 1)

By "with so many activities being sponsored by the Student Activity Fund, an increase in fees is in order. Of course, more will be expected of the fund's growth, in order that it may be increased." Isabelle Stelmashoke, stepped down at the typewriter standing long enough to say, "As an active member of an organization that depends largely upon the fund for financial help, it will help organizations to make a better contribution to student life.

The effects of the poll were not all one-sided. There were some objections to the raising of the fees, in fact the objections were quite vehement. Bill Memlick, one of the most active men on the campus, made his stand in the matter quite clear when he said, "I don't believe that the present price of activity fees should be raised. The different departments affected by the Student Activity Fund have not shown enough activity to warrant the rise in price." Ed Fenelon, who has been known to put up many a good argument, gave his answer in no uncertain terms and offered to write an editorial on the matter if the fee should not be raised under the present circumstances. If I can be shown that the activity fee prices, after this present period of inflation is over, are higher than they should be, I would not be being increased at the present time, I would be in favor of it." After the students, who are representative of the various departments, expressed their opinions, a vote was taken and it was decided that the increase in activity fee prices in order. It is only necessary for the unhealthy activity schedule that exists at CSTC today.
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